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Abstrat
Biologial motor ontrol provides highly eetive solutions to diult ontrol
problems in spite of the omplexity of the plant and the signiant delays in sensory
feedbak . Suh delays are expeted to lead to non trivial stability issues and lak of
robustness of ontrol solutions. However, suh diulties are not observed in biolog-
ial systems under normal operating onditions. Based on early suggestions in the
ontrol literature, a possible solution to this onundrum has been the suggestion that
the motor system ontains within itself a forward model of the plant (e.g., the arm),
whih allows the system to `simulate' and predit the eet of applying a ontrol sig-
nal. In this work we formally dene the notion of a forward model for deterministi
ontrol problems, and provide simple onditions that imply its existene for tasks
involving delayed feedbak ontrol. As opposed to previous work whih dealt mostly
with linear plants and quadrati ost funtions, our results apply to rather generi
ontrol systems, showing that any ontroller (biologial or otherwise) whih solves
a set of tasks, must ontain within itself a forward plant model. We suggest that
our results provide strong theoretial support for the neessity of forward models in
many delayed ontrol problems, implying that they are not only useful, but rather,
mandatory, under general onditions.
1 Introdution
The motivation for this work arose from biologial motor ontrol, whih is plagued by
inherent delays arising in sensory pathways, entral proessing units and motor outputs
[4, 10℄. However, the results established shed light on any feedbak ontrol system, sub-
jet to observation delays. Suh delays, whih in primates may reah 200-300 ms for
visually guided arm movements, are very large ompared to fast (150 ms) and intermedi-
ate (500 ms) movements [4, 10℄, and may lead to signiant diulties, as inappropriate
ontrol might ause instability or degraded performane. Delays have historially played
a minor role in the eld of robotis, as they an usually be made extremely small in
suh engineering appliations. However, delayed state feedbak has beome inreasingly
important in engineering elds suh as hemial ontrol, distributed system ontrol [16℄
and multisensory traking [3℄. In fat, one of the rst attempts within the biologial
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motor ontrol literature [12℄ to address these issues was based on a well known onept
from ontrol theory, namely the Smith preditor [14℄. However, one should keep in mind
that in attempting to understand biologial ontrol systems, based on ontrol theoreti
priniples, one is in fat trying to `reverse engineer' an unknown system, as opposed to
the task faing an engineer, namely designing a ontrol system (see [18℄ for a survey of
the possible role of ontrol theory in systems biology).
Within an optimal ontrol based approah, one needs to speify a lass of admissible
ontrol laws, a set of plant onstraints (e.g., musulo-skeletal), and a quantitative deni-
tion of performane, typially formulated in terms of a ost funtion. An optimal ontrol
law is then derived by minimizing a ost funtion subjet to the relevant onstraints.
However, within a biologial ontext, the preise nature of the plant and the ontroller
is seldom known preisely, and the ost funtion used by the system (if indeed one is
used), may also be unknown. It would thus be useful to determine general onditions for
the neessity of a forward model, whih require as few assumptions as possible. While
a solution to the delay problem in the form of a forward model is indeed plausible and
intuitively appealing [14℄, the question arises as to whether it is mandatory, namely, is it
possible to onstrut an optimal losed-loop ontrol law whih is not based on a forward
model? As we show in this paper, the answer to this question is negative, under very mild
and reasonable onditions. More speially, we show that (under appropriate onditions)
an optimal feedbak ontrol law based on delayed state observations, must inorporate
within itself a forward model of the plant.
As far as we are aware, there is urrently no general theory whih provides preise on-
ditions for whih forward models are indeed neessary. Early work, mainly onerned with
the linear ase (e.g., [7, 11, 17℄), suggested several approahes to delayed ontrol problems,
inluding the proposal that a preditive plant model is needed, as in [14℄. For example,
[11℄ showed that optimal ontrol for linear systems based on minimizing a quadrati ost is
obtained by asading a Kalman lter and a least-mean square state preditor. Later work
extended these results in various diretions. For example, [17℄ suggested an approah to
dealing with disturbane attenuation and [13℄, fousing on stability issues, extended these
results to more general linear systems, showing that state predition is indeed a neessary
omponent of suh ontrollers. A survey of many aspets of this work, ira 2003, appears
in [8℄. We note that muh of this work has dealt with the design of atual ontrollers
(often for linear systems and quadrati ost). As mentioned above, our perspetive in
this work is somewhat removed from ontroller design, as we are onerned with a reverse
engineering problem. More onretely, we begin with an observed ontrol system, operat-
ing eetively under onditions of delayed state observations, and demonstrate that any
eetive ontroller must ontain a forward plant model. Sine it is hard, in general, to
make even qualitatively orret assumptions about the system (e.g., linearity of dynamis
and quadrati ost), we attempt to provide the most general result possible.
Before proeeding to a detailed desription of our results, we note that the notion of
an internal model has played an important role in ontrol theory also in other ontexts.
Franis and Wonham [6℄ were the rst to show that stable adaptation (a.k.a. regula-
tion) requires the existene of an internal model. Adaptation refers to a situation where
the output of the system maintains a onstant asymptoti value whenever the system is
subjet to inputs from some lass of signals. Intuitively, suh an internal model enables
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the system to `subtrat' external inputs, thereby eliminating their long term eet on the
system. Reently, a powerful extension of this theory was proposed in [15℄, where it was
demonstrated to hold under very general onditions, without requiring the split into a
`plant' and a `ontroller' whih was required in the original framework of [6℄. Interest-
ingly, this general theory has been applied to baterial hemotaxis and shown to provide
interesting novel insight in other biologial situations as well.
In summary, our main ontribution in this work is the establishment of preise math-
ematial onditions for generi deterministi delayed feedbak ontrol systems to possess
an internal forward model (we omment on the extension to the stohasti setting in Se-
tion 4, but leave the full elaboration of this diretion to future work). The generality of
the results, and the nature of the onditions required for them to hold, set the stage for
the development, and experimental veriation, of a rigorous theory of delayed feedbak
ontrol in biologial systems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents an overview
of the main results, outlining suient onditions for delayed feedbak ontrol systems
to possess a forward model. Speially, in setion 2.1 we outline the problem, followed
by a simple example in setion 2.2 and a summary of the main results in setion 2.3. In
setion 2.4 we apply the general ideas to linear systems with time optimal ontrol and
delayed state observations, while in setion 2.5 we onsider the problem of minimum jerk
ontrol. Setion 3 ontains preise mathematial denitions and full proofs of the main
results, inluding a full analysis of two examples presented ursorily in setion 2. Finally,
in setion 4 we summarize our results and present some open researh questions.
2 Results
This setion ontains a relatively informal summary of our main results. Preise deni-
tions, assumptions, theorems and proofs appear in setion 3. We begin by presenting the
problem formulation, followed by a desription of onditions for whih a forward model
is mandatory. We will then use the general neessary onditions established to show that
in linear time optimal ontrol and minimum jerk optimal ontrol, based on delayed state
observations, a forward model is indeed required.
2.1 Problem denition
Figure 1 about here
Consider a system to be ontrolled, referred to as a plant. A plant is usually desribed
by a state vetor xp ∈ X ⊆ Rn. For example, in a 2-D motor ontrol setting with joint
torques as ontrol inputs, the plant is a 2-D manipulator. Its state onsists of a pair of
joint angles and two veloities. Assuming that the joint angles take values in the range
[0, π], while the veloities an assume any real value, we have X = [0, π]2×R2. The plant
state dynamis are typially given by a dierential equation of the form
x˙pt = Ap(x
p
t , ut), (1)
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where xpt is the state of the plant at time t, x˙
p
t denotes the temporal derivative of x
p
t ,
ut ∈ U is the ontrol at time t, hosen from a set of possible ontrols U , and Ap is a
funtion mapping the state and ontrol to R
n
, namely Ap : X × U → R
n
. In the above
example of a 2-D manipulator, assuming that the torque is bounded in magnitude by 1,
we have U = [−1, 1]2.
In this work we study ontrollers possessing a memory whih, as we demonstrate, is
essential in the ase of optimal ontrol with delayed observations. The memory of the
ontroller at time t an be oneived of as the ontroller's state at time t. For example, it
is well known [14℄ that when ontrolling a plant with delayed state observation of duration
D, using the previous ontrols {us} for t−D ≤ s ≤ t an be useful in order to alulate
the urrent state of the plant. In this ase the ontroller's memory an be desribed by a
funtion xct(·), where x
c
t(α) = ut−α for all 0 ≤ α ≤ D, namely the delayed ontrol.
In order to rigorously investigate the notion of a forward model and derive onditions
for its existene, we quantify this notion mathematially in setion 3.1; here we summarize
the main ideas. In the deterministi delayed state feedbak ase onsidered here, we dene
a forward model by the ability of the ontroller to ompute xpt , the exat state of the plant
at time t, given the delayed observation xpt−D and its memory x
c
t(·). This ability to predit
the exat state of the plant is equivalent to the existene of a transformation F suh that
xpt = F (x
c
t , x
p
t−D) (forward model). (2)
In order to larify the denition, onsider a situation when a ontroller does not possess
a forward model. This ours when the relevant information available to the ontroller
at time t does not sue to determine the urrent plant state xpt unambiguously. More
preisely, based on the urrent relevant information, (xpt−D, x
c
t), the ontroller annot de-
termine xpt . Note that the ontroller in our model has additional information beyond
(xpt−D, x
c
t) (see Figure 1); as we laim later, this is irrelevant to the estimation of the
urrent state xpt .
The need for a forward model an be established for many senarios suh as regulation,
traking and optimal ontrol, and the proof is similar for all. We therefore use a ommon
notion of tasks to refer to all the above. An example of a task for a 2-D manipulator is
reahing some point xp∗ on a plane within a prespeied period of time, or, alternatively,
in minimum time. Another possible task would be holding the manipulator still for 10
seonds. Clearly, one an envisage any number of suh tasks. The set of all tasks of inter-
est will be denoted by X∗. Tasks are fed to the ontroller sequentially, and it is assumed
that eah task an be performed for eah initial state. Note that the system is assumed to
be ausal, thus the ontroller has aess only to the urrent task that should be performed
and not to future tasks. The system desribed, based on delayed state observations, is
illustrated in gure 1. The solving set of ontrol laws for task x∗, up to time t, is denoted
by U∗t (x
p, x∗) where xp is the initial state of the plant.
We will show in the sequel that the `rihness' of the set of tasks X∗, and the orre-
sponding ontrol solutions U∗t (x
p, x∗) an make a dierene, as to whether a ontroller
solving the task must possess a forward model or not. For example, in setion 2.2 we
introdue a plant and a ontroller solving a linear time optimal problem. In the rst
ase, where the set of target states is X∗ = [−1, 1], we show that a forward model is
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indeed essential. However, in the ase where the set of targets is limited to two values,
X∗ = {−1, 1}, we give an example of memoryless ontroller, whih does not possess a
forward model, while still solving the optimal ontrol problem perfetly (i.e., a forward
model is not needed in this ase).
Next, we introdue a swithing proess, zt, whih denes the times at whih new tasks
are speied. Eah task is assumed to be xed between two onseutive task initiations.
A preise denition of the swithing proess an be found in setion 3. A ontrol law is
then dened by
ut = Bc
(
x∗t , zt, x
c
t , x˜
p
t−D
)
, (3)
where D is the observation delay, x∗t ∈ X
∗
is the task to be performed at time t, and Bc is a
given funtion. We have introdued the notation x˜pt−D = x
p
(t−D)+
, where (x)+ = max(0, x),
in order to deal systematially with times t < D. In addition to the ontrol signal itself,
we onsider the dynamis of the ontroller's state (memory). One standard formulation
is in terms of a dierential equation,{
x˙ct(α) = Ac (x
∗
t , zt, x
c
t , x˜t−D, α)
xc0(α) = Dc(x
p
0, x
∗
0, α)
, (4)
where, Ac and Dc are given funtions desribing the dynamis and initial onditions
respetively.
In the denition of a forward model, we stated that the relevant information available
to the ontroller regarding the urrent state xpt is (x
p
t−D, x
c
t). The ontroller has additional
information available at time t, onsisting of x∗t and zt. However, sine a new task an
be speied at any time (independently of the value of xpt ), the urrent state x
p
t annot
depend on these values.
2.2 Example - a simple linear time optimal ontrol problem
Figure 2 about here
The abstrat ideas introdued in the previous setion are laried through a simple exam-
ple. Consider a linear one dimensional time optimal ontrol problem, where the objetive
is to drive the plant (desribed by a single real-valued variable xp), to a point x∗ ∈ X∗ = X
in minimum time. The plant dynamis are given by
x˙pt = −x
p
t + ut ; ut ∈ [−1, 1] . (5)
The minimum time ost funtion is given by
J(xp, x∗) =
 τf
0
1dt = τf , (6)
where τf is the rst time for whih x
p
t = x
∗
, and the initial state of the plant is xp. Thus,
the ontroller needs to minimize J(xp, x∗). The set of tasks here orresponds to reahing
any state x∗ ∈ X in minimum time. It is obvious that if X = [−1, 1], all the tasks an be
performed, and the optimal solution in this ase is simple and given by ut = sgn(x
∗−xpt ).
This is an example of a so-alled bang-bang ontrol, where the ontrol swithes between
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its extreme allowed values; see gure 2 for a graphial illustration.
Before proeeding to establish the existene of a forward model we summarize the gist
of the argument. We start by assuming that a ontroller an solve a set of tasks X∗, based
on delayed state observation. We then argue by ontradition that if the ontroller laks
a forward model, then one an nd a spei task x∗ ∈ X∗ suh that the ontroller will
not be able to perform the task orretly, in ontradition to the assumption. Notie that
the existene of suh a task is a system related issue that has nothing to do with delays
or a spei blak box ontroller, as will be explained in setion 2.3 .
The argument for the neessity of a forward model in the present example proeeds as
follows (preise statements and proofs appear in setions 3.2 and 3.3). Assume that we
are provided with a blak box ontroller, whih performs the linear time optimal ontrol
task optimally, based on delayed state observations. We will show that suh a ontroller
must possess a forward model. Assume to the ontrary that it does not, thus there exist
two distint states, s1 and s2, s1 6= s2, suh that the ontroller annot determine whether
the plant is urrently in state xpt = s
1
or xpt = s
2
. In other words, the ontroller's available
information relevant to the urrent state, namely (xpt−D, x
c
t), does not sue to determine
xpt . This implies that there exist two trials (namely, two initial states, times t1 and t2
and histories of tasks) suh that the available information for both is idential, namely
(xpt1−D, x
c
t1
) = (xpt2−D, x
c
t2
), and suh that xpt1 = s
1
and xpt2 = s
2
where s1 6= s2. How-
ever, if we speify an idential new task at times t1 and t2, namely (x
∗
t1
, zt1) = (x
∗
t2
, zt2),
the ontroller will hoose ut1 = ut2 due to (3). On the other hand, onsider the system
dynamis (5), and hoose x∗t1 = x
∗
t2
= (s1 + s2) /2, assuming, without loss of generality,
that s1 < s2. Based on the exat solution ut = sgn(x
∗ − xpt ), the optimal ontrols are
u∗t1 = u
1∗ = 1 and u∗t2 = u
2∗ = −1. However, based on the assumption that the forward
model does not exist, we have shown that ut1 = ut2 , whih ontradits the orret task
performing assumption. Thus, in this example, a forward model is indeed required.
In order to better understand the requirement for a forward model, we onsider an
example where suh a model is not needed. Consider the example disussed above, but
where the set of tasks (destination states) onsists of only two points X∗ = {−1, 1}. In
this ase a simple memoryless ontroller suh as ut = x
∗
t is optimal, and learly laks a
forward model. The reason for this is simple. When two states s1 6= s2 are given, one
annot nd a task x∗ suh that the ontrols from s1 and s2 will dier. The reason is
that if x∗ = −1, the ontroller has to use u = −1 and if x∗ = 1, it has to hoose u = 1
independently of the initial state. Intuitively, the ontroller is not required to know the
exat state of the plant in order to be optimal (perform the task). This simple example
and intuition will form the basis of our general proof in setion 3.2.
2.3 General results
Having argued for the existene of a forward model in a simple linear example, we extend
the results to a general setting. To do this, we need to speify when a ontroller works
well. Suh a ontroller should perform all possible sequenes of tasks orretly, whih
means that at eah time, ti, where a new task is given, the ontrol signal for the task
should belong to the set of ontrols U∗ti+1−ti(x
p
ti
, x∗ti) performing the tasks orretly between
the times ti and ti+1. We will refer to suh a system as a Corret Task Performing System
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(CTPS); a preise haraterization is provided in denition 6. This denition, based on
the assumption that the task an always be solved, allows one to build a state feedbak
ontroller easily. We show that under these irumstanes, a delayed state feedbak on-
troller an be built as well. We refer the reader to Theorem 7 for a preise statement of
the result.
The proof of Theorem 7 is based on building a ontroller that uses delayed obser-
vations, by dening the memory of the ontroller to be xct(α) = ut−α. Then, given the
observation xpt−D , the urrent state x
p
t an be reonstruted by solving the dierential
equation for the plant with initial ondition xpt−D, where the previous ontrols are taken
from the memory. One the real state xpt is available, we an hoose the ontrol from the
set U∗t .
As demonstrated in the simple example presented in setion 2.2, a forward model may
not always be neessary. As shown in setion 3.2, the neessity of a forward model an be
demonstrated in situations where the problem is suiently `rih'. In the example above,
when the task set is binary, namely X∗ = {−1,+1}, no forward model was required, while
if X∗ = [−1,+1] a forward model is indeed required. This idea of problem rihness is
formalized in setion 3.2. We will refer to a problem as suiently `rih' by saying that
it does not ontain Non Separable by Corret Task Performing (NSCTP) pairs of states;
see denition 8 for a preise haraterization. Intuitively, we say that a pair of states is
NSCTP when for every task, the same orret ontrol exists at time 0 for both states
(however, the ontrol may dier for eah task). The main ontribution of this paper,
Theorem 9, establishes the existene of a forward model when NSCTP pairs of states do
not exist (i.e., the absene of NSCTP pairs of states is a suient ondition for a forward
model to exist).
As a spei illustration of this idea, let us look bak at the example in setion 2.2. We
impliitly proved there that the system does not have NSCTP pairs of states by nding a
task x∗ = (s1 + s2) /2, and showing that it leads to u1∗ = 1 and u2∗ = −1. The existene
of a forward model in this ase (and in more general ases to be studied in the sequel)
follows from theorem 9.
2.4 Linear time optimal ontrol
We onsider an optimal setpoint traking problem within linear ontrol theory. The ob-
jetive here is to reah, from an arbitrary initial position, a predened setpoint x∗ in
minimal time. In this ase X∗ = X = Rn.
The ost funtion J , penalizing for time expended on the task, is
J(x0, u, τ) =
 τ
0
1dt = τ, (7)
where the initial state is x0. The plant's linear dynamis are desribed by the ODE{
x˙t = Mxt +Nut
x0 = x
0
; ut ∈ [−1, 1]
m , (8)
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where M and N are matries of dimensions n × n and n × m respetively. The results
an be generalized to more ompliated sets of ontrols. We use theorem 9 to provide
suient onditions for the existene of a forward model in this ase. This is done by
showing that linear time optimal ontrol with delayed state feedbak has no NSCTP pairs
of states, thereby fullling the neessary onditions of the theorem. The preise statement
of this result is provided in Theorem 13.
The proof that the system has no NSCTP pairs of states is based on geometrial
properties of aessible sets, and an be found in setion 3.3. Using Theorem 13, the need
for a forward model in the simple example presented in setion 2.2 an be established
trivially, sine the matries M and N are given by M = −1 and N = 1, whih leads to a
normal system (a required assumption for theorem 13), and the set X = [−1, 1] satises
the other assumptions needed.
2.5 Minimum Jerk Optimal Control
Many models for the ontrol of human arm movements have been suggested in an attempt
to explain experimental results. The minimum jerk model was probably the rst approah
to address these issues based on optimal ontrol priniples [5℄. In this approah, a two
degree of freedom manipulator endpoint is ontrolled on a plane by applying jerk (the
third derivative of the position). The task that the system should perform is taking the
plant from some initial state to a nal state in time T , minimizing the total aumulated
squared jerk. We show that suh a problem, where T is a part of the task, possesses no
NSCTP pairs of states, and therefore by theorem 9, a CTPS ontroller based on delayed
inputs must ontain a forward model.
In this model the state onsists of the end-point of the manipulator's displaement,
veloity and aeleration in a plane,
xp = (x, y, x˙, y˙, x¨, y¨)⊤ = (x, y, u, v, z, w)⊤ , (9)
with dynamis
x˙p = (x˙, y˙, x¨, y¨, δ, γ)⊤ , (10)
where δ and γ are the ontrols, namely u = (
...
x ,
...
y )⊤ = (δ, γ)⊤ . We dene a task termed
optimal setpoint traking in onstant time where the plant must be ontrolled so that
it reahes some state xp∗, with zero veloity and aeleration, while optimizing a ost
funtion J , when the initial state of the plant is x and the time for reahing the goal
is T (whih is itself part of the task). Therefore the task is given by x∗ = (xp∗, T ) and
xp∗ ∈ X˜ , where
X˜ = {x ∈ X | u = v = z = w = 0}. (11)
The ost funtion is
J(xp0, u, T ) =
1
2
 T
0
(
...
x 2t +
...
y 2
t
)
dt, (12)
with initial onditions xp0 = (x0, y0, xd0, yd0, xdd0, ydd0)
⊤
and boundary onditions xpT =
(xT , yT , 0, 0, 0, 0)
⊤ = xp∗.
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As was shown in [5℄, eah oordinate, x and y, an be omputed separately and
identially, and the solution for x has the following form
xt = a0 + a1t+ a2t
2 + a3t
3 + a4t
4 + a5t
5, (13)
where the onstants ai depend on T , on the initial onditions and on x
p∗
. Theorem 16
proves that for this system a forward model is indeed essential. The proof is based on
theorem 9 after showing that the system has no NSCTP pairs of states.
Note that when T is onstant and is not a part of the ontrol task, the system has an
innite number of NSCTP pairs, and a similar proof will not work beause it relies on
the absene of NSCTP pairs in the system. However, this does not imply that a forward
model is not needed, but rather that higher order onditions may be required.
3 Methods and Detailed Proofs
In this setion we rephrase, in a formal mathematial language, the ideas and results intro-
dued and presented intuitively in setion 2. We begin with several tehnial denitions
whih will be required in the sequel.
3.1 Basi denitions
Let X ⊆ Rn be a set of states and U ⊆ Rm the set of possible ations that the ontroller
an hoose from. We use an underline to denote the history of a dynami variable between
time zero and time t, e.g., ut : [0, t] → U and similarly for arbitrary times [t1, t2] we use
u[t1,t2] : [t1, t2] → U . Denote by Ut the set of possible pieewise ontinuous ontrols that
an be seleted up to time t, namely Ut , {ut : ut is pieewise ontinuous on [0, t]}. The
plant is given in (1).
We introdue a set of tasks to be solved, and a set of ontrols whih solve these tasks.
Denition 1. Let X∗ be a set of tasks that need to be solved by the ontroller, and let
x∗ be a spei task. The set of task solving ontrols, U∗t (x
p, x∗), onsists of all pieewise
ontinuous ontrol laws, in the interval [0, t], that lead to the performane of task x∗ when
the initial ondition is xp.
In the ase where the task is ompleted for τ < t , the remaining ontrols are arbitrary,
namely U∗[τ,t] = Ut−τ . Sine we onsider situations where the ontroller exeutes a series
of tasks, we dene the swithing task proess.
Denition 2. The swithing tasks proess zt is dened by zt ,
∑∞
i=0 δ(t− ti), where ti
are the times at whih the tasks are swithed, and δ (·) is the Dira impulse funtion.
The ontroller is given by (3) and its state dynamis (memory) by (4). While other
denitions of memory may be onsidered, we limit ourselves in this letter to the present
formulation. We assume that the task denition proess x∗t is onstant between two task
swithes. It will be onvenient in the sequel to assume that the state spae ontains all
states reahable for any allowable ontrol law.
Denition 3. The set X ⊆ R is inesapable when for all initial onditions xp0 ∈ X , and
ontrols ut ∈ Ut, the state at time t remains in X , namely x
p
t ∈ X.
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In priniple, the task solving ontrol laws are not neessarily ontinuous. We introdue
a subset of ontinuous ontrol laws.
Denition 4. For any ǫ > 0, the set U˜∗ǫ (x
p
t , x
∗) , {uǫ ∈ U
∗
ǫ (x
p
t , x
∗) : uǫ is continuous},
onsisting of all ontinuous task solving ontrols, is termed the ontinuous task solving
ontrol set.
Next, we formally introdue the idea of a forward model.
Denition 5. A ontroller possesses a forward model when there exists a transformation
F suh that for all times t, initial onditions xp0, swithing sequenes zt, and tasks x
∗
t , the
state is given by xpt = F (x
c
t , x˜
p
t−D) where x˜
p
t−D = x
p
(t−D)+
.
In setion 3.2 we provide preise onditions that imply the existene of a forward model.
3.2 General Results
The present setion is onstruted as follows. Initially, a system (plant and ontroller)
with good performane is dened (denition 6). We then show that suh systems an be
implemented even when the state observation is delayed (Theorem 7). Finally, whenever
the problem is not too trivial (see denition 8), we show that the ontroller must possess
a forward model (Theorem 9).
Several assumptions are required before proeeding to the main laims. We assume
that all possible sequenes of tasks in X∗ an be performed by a ontroller from any initial
ondition in X , and we also require that X annot be esaped by applying legal ontrols.
Assumption 3.1. For eah task x∗ ∈ X∗ and initial state xp ∈ X, a pieewise ontinuous
solution exists, namely, for any value of t, U∗t (x
p, x∗) 6= ∅ .
In the sequel we will ompare two ontrol laws in a small interval around t = 0. In order
to do so, based on the values of the ontrols at t = 0, we need to assume the existene of
a small interval over whih the task solving ontrols are ontinuous. In other words, for
eah task x∗ ∈ X∗ and state xp ∈ X, there exists ǫ0(x
p
t , x
∗) > 0 s.t U˜∗ǫ0(x
p
t , x
∗) 6= ∅. The
existene of suh an interval follows diretly from assumption 3.1.
Assumption 3.2. The set X is inesapable.
Given a blak box ontroller satisfying ertain onditions, we will demonstrate the ex-
istene of a forward model.
Assumption 3.3. A task solving blak box ontroller, whih provides a pieewise on-
tinuous and ontinuous from the right ontrol signal ut, is given.
Next, we dene a orretly performing system, namely a system whih exeutes all
possible sequenes of tasks orretly.
Denition 6. The ontroller, plant and task spae onstitute a Corret Task Performing
System (CTPS) when for eah x∗t , x
p
0, t, zt,
u[ti,min(ti+1,t)] ∈ U
∗
min(t
i+1
,t)−ti
(xpti , x
∗
ti
) for all i ∈ {j : tj < t}.
In other words, the ontroller always selets a signal ut solving the sequene of tasks.
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At this point we show that if there exists a ontroller without delay that renders the
system CTPS, then a ontroller with delay an render the system CTPS as well. The
intuitive idea is that in a deterministi system, the state of the ontroller an store all
past ontrols, and thereby simulate the plant in order to predit the urrent state.
Theorem 7. Let Ap be a deterministi plant as in (1) with state variable x
p
t . Then under
assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, there exists a ontroller of the form (3) suh that the system is
CTPS.
Proof. Dene FMD(x
p
0, u[0,D]) to be the solution of the dynamis of the plant at time D,
when the initial state of the plant is xp0 and the ontrol until time D is u[0,D]. Now, dene
the state of the ontroller at time t to be
xct(α) = [t, u
∗
α]
⊤ ∈ Rm+1 , (14)
where u∗α is the orret ontrol at time α for performing the task. Note the u
∗
α an be
dened even for α > t assuming that x∗r = x
∗
t for t < r < α (x
∗
does not hange). In (14)
we separate the rst omponent of the ontrol state (representing time) from the other
omponents, and use xct,1(α) for the former and x
c
t,2(α) for the remaining m-dimensional
sub-vetor onsisting of u∗α. We also dene a projetion of x
c
t on an interval [a, b] to be
xct [a, b]. The state x
c
t dened in (14) is obtained by the dynamis
x˙ct(α) =
[
1
Iα≥xct,1(u
∗
α − x
c
t,2(α))zt
]
,
where we reall the denition 2 of the swithing sequene {zt} in terms of an impulse
train. The future ontrol is seleted from the orret solution set of ontrols. More
formally, dening D˜ = min[xct,1, D], we set xˆ
p
t = FM eD
(
xp
t− eD
, xct,2[x
c
t,1 − D˜, x
c
t,1]
)
and
u∗[t,∞) ∈ U
∗
∞ (xˆ
p
t , x
∗
t ). In other words u
∗
[t,∞) is hosen from the orret solution set U
∗
∞(xˆ
p
t , x
∗
t )
where xˆpt = x
p
t is the exat predition of the urrent state using the forward model FM .
For suh a denition of the memory, the ontrol an be hosen by
ut = B
c(x∗t , zt, x
c
t , x˜t−D)
= xct,2
(
xct,1
)
.
It is obvious that the ontrol between task swithes is hosen so that u[ti,ti+1] belongs to
the set Uti+1−ti(x
p
ti
, x∗ti) for eah i, and therefore it is CTPS.
Next we introdue a property whereby two states may be united in terms of the
solution to tasks, and therefore annot be distinguished. For suh states, for eah task,
there exists a ontinuous ontrol suh that ontrols at time 0 are equal. The absene of
suh pairs will enable us to guarantee the existene of a forward model in a ontroller.
Denition 8. For a problem where assumption 3.1 holds, a pair of distint states xpand
x′p, xp 6= x′p, is alled a Non Separable by Corret Task Performing pair (NSCTP) if for
all x∗, and 0 < ǫ < min{ǫ0(x
p, x∗), ǫ0(x
′p, x∗)}, there exist ontrols u ∈ U˜∗ǫ (x
p, x∗) and
u′ ∈ U˜∗ǫ (x
′p, x∗) suh that u0 = u
′
0.
The following theorem onstitutes the main theoretial result in the paper. It provides
suient onditions for the existene of a forward model in delayed state feedbak ontrol.
A required ondition is the absene of NSCTP pairs in the system.
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Theorem 9. Let Ap be a deterministi plant as in (1), and assume that NSCTP pairs of
states are absent from the system. Let (xc, Bc) be a ontroller with delayed state feedbak
whih renders the system CTPS. Then, under assumptions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, there exists
a forward model F suh that for eah t, any initial ondition xp0, and history of tasks
(x∗t , zt),
xpt = F (x
c
t , x˜
p
t−D) .
Proof. Assume that the system is CTPS and assume by negation that suh a forward
model F does not exist. Therefore there exist times t1 and t2, ontroller states x
c
t1
(·) =
xct2(·), and plant states x˜
p
t1−D
= x˜pt2−D suh that for some two trials (x
p
0, x
∗
t1
, zt1 , t1) and
(x′p0 , x
′∗
t2
, zt2 , t2) we get x
p
t1
6= x′pt2 . But the ontroller of the form (3) hooses the ation by
the rule ut = B
c(x∗t , x
c
t , zt, x˜
p
t−D). Therefore, for eah new task x
∗
set at times t1 and t2 for
the two trials (sine the system is inesapable and a solution always exists), we have ut1 =
ut2 and sine ut is ontinuous from the right and pieewise ontinuous, there exist ǫ0 > 0
suh that uti are ontinuous on [ti, ti + ǫi] for i ∈ {1, 2}. Thus, from the assumption that
the system is CTPS, it follows that for all x∗ and 0 < ǫ < min(ǫ0, ǫ1(x
p
t1
, x∗), ǫ2(x
p
t2
, x∗)),
u[t1,t1+ǫ] ∈ U˜
∗
ǫ (x
p
t1
, x∗t ) and u[t2,t2+ǫ] ∈ U˜
∗
ǫ (x
p
t2
, x∗t ) (it sues to look at the ontinuous
solutions sine we know that the ontrol signal is pieewise ontinuous for the blak box
ontroller). But this means that the pair of distint states xpt1 and x
′p
t2
is NSCTP whih
leads to a ontradition with the assumption that no suh states exist.
3.3 Linear time optimal ontrol
We onsider two examples demonstrating the general laims established in setion 3.2.
We begin in the present setion by onsidering a linear ontrol problem where the task is
dened as optimal setpoint traking, introdued in setion 2.4. The objetive here is to
minimize the time required to reah the desired state with linear dynamis and delayed
observations. The formal task is desribed in denition 10. In order to simplify the
notation, we will omit the supersript p from xp in this setion. Some bakground results
required in this setion, and alluded to below, are taken from [9℄.
Denition 10. Let X∗ = X and x∗ ∈ X∗. The task is an optimal setpoint traking task
when
Ut(x, x
∗) = argmin
u,τ |xτ=x∗
J(x, u, τ),
namely, the ontroller must take the plant state from the initial state x to the desired
state x∗ while minimizing the ost funtion J .
The time optimal ost funtion and the dynamis are given in (7) and (8) respetively.
Let u[0,t] be a given ontrol law. Then it is well known that
xt = Xtx
0 +Xt
 t
0
X−1s Nusds, (15)
where the matrix Xt is the solution of the system,
X˙t = MXt with X0 = I,
whih an be written expliitly as Xt = e
tM
.
The existene of a forward model in this ase will be demonstrated under the following
assumptions that are needed to prove the absene of NSCTP pairs of states, and to fulll
the assumptions of theorem 9.
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Assumption 3.4. The system is essentially normal (as dened on p. 65 in [9℄). The
term essentially implies that a property holds almost everywhere - exept on a set with
measure zero. For simpliity, the term essentially will be omitted from now on in the
ontext of normal systems. The set X is a ontrollable and inesapable set (see Setion
2.1).
The general denition of a normal system is somewhat intriate. However, for a time
independent linear system of the form (8), theorem 16.1 in [9℄ establishes that the system
is normal if and only if for eah j = 1, . . . , m the vetors N,MN j , . . . ,Mn−1N j are linearly
independent, where N j are the olumn vetors of the matrix N . The exat onditions on
the matries M and N needed for the set X to be ontrollable and inesapable require
further analysis. However, a ondition suh as stability of M insures the existene of a
set X with 0 ∈ X , that will be both ontrollable and inesapable.
As stated above, the main results in the present setion rely heavily on basi onepts
and theorems from [9℄. For ease of referene, we reall some basi notions.
Denition 11. Let K(t, x0) be the aessible set at time t, starting from x0,namely
K(t, x0) , {x : there exists u whih steers from x0 to x at time t}.
The following two key observations about normal systems are taken from [9℄.
⋆ For a normal system, K(t, x0) is stritly onvex, bounded and losed.
⋆ For normal systems, an optimal ontrol law always exists, is unique and is essentially
determined by u∗t = sgn(η
TXτ∗X
−1
t N) for x
0, x∗ ∈ X , where η is an outward normal
to K(t, x0) at x∗, and the trajetory x∗[0,t] is unique.
We begin by proving a basi lemma that establishes some properties that are required
in order to show that the system does not possess NSCTP pairs of states. The lemma
establishes geometri properties of two interseting aessible sets. A sketh of the ideas
underlying the lemma is presented in Figure 3.
Lemma 12. Let x1, x2 ∈ X and x1 6= x2, and dene τm , sup {τ : K(τ, x1) ∩K(τ, x2) = ∅}.
Then under assumption 3.4:
1. τm <∞.
2. K(τm, x1) ∩K(τm, x2) = {x∗}.
3. There exists an outward normal g to a supporting hyperplane to K(τm, x1) at x∗
and −g is an outward normal to a supporting hyperplane to K(τm, x2) at x∗.
Figure 3 about here
Proof. For a normal system there exists an optimal ontrol, namely for all x0, x∗ ∈ X
there exists a τ (might be innity) suh that x∗ ∈ ∂K(τ, x0) (by Theorems 14.1, 14.2,
15.1 and Corollary 15.1 in [9℄). Dene L , K(τm, x1) ∩K(τm, x2).
Proof of 1: Assume by negation that τm =∞. We know also thatX = limτ→∞K(τ, x
1) =
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limτ→∞K(τ, x
2) from assumption 3.4. From the denition of τm, under assumption that
τm =∞ there must exist x3 ∈ X◦ suh that for all τ <∞, x3 /∈ K(τ, x1) (without loss of
generality). If τm =∞, then there is no optimal ontrol from x1 to x3 whih ontradits
the existene of time optimal solution. Therefore τm <∞.
Proof of 2: First let us show that L 6= ∅. Assume by negation thatK(τm, x1)∩K(τm, x2) =
∅. Sine K is losed, stritly onvex and ompat (from Lemma 12.1, Corollary 15.1 in
[9℄ and τm < ∞), the sets K(τm, x1), K(τm, x2) are stritly separable by a hyperplane
f(x) = a · x + b i.e., there exists ǫ > 0 suh that for all y ∈ K(τm, x1) f(y) < −ǫ,
and for all z ∈ K(τm, x2), f(z) > ǫ by Proposition 2.4.3 [19℄. Dene τ 1 = inf{τ :
K(τ, x1) ∩ {x : f(x) = −ǫ} 6= ∅} and τ 2 = inf{τ : K(τ, x2) ∩ {x : f(x) = ǫ} 6= ∅}.
Notie that K(τ 1, x1) ∩ {x : f(x) = −ǫ} ontains at most a single point sine K is
losed, stritly onvex and an optimal ontrol always exists. The same argument applies
to K(τ 2, x2) ∩ {x : f(x) = +ǫ}. Therefore K(τ 1, x1) ∩K(τ 2, x2) = ∅. It follows that also
for τ 0 = min(τ 1, τ 2), we have that K(τ 0, x1) ∩ K(τ 0, x2) = ∅. But τ 0 > τm, and this
ontradits the denition of τm, therefore L 6= ∅.
Next we show that L◦ = ∅ . Assume by negation that it is not and let x ∈ L◦. There-
fore x ∈ K◦(τm, x1) and x ∈ K◦(τm, x2), but from the denition of τm for all ǫ > 0,
x /∈ K(τ ∗ − ǫ, x1) or x /∈ K(τm − ǫ, x2) (without the loss of generality assume that
x /∈ K(τm−ǫ, x1)) and K is monotoni in τ . Therefore for allM > 0, x ∈ K◦(τm+M,x1)
whih leads to a ontradition that there is no optimal ontrol from x1 to x as should be
by Theorem 15.1 and Corollary 15.1 in [9℄. Therefore L◦ = ∅.
Let us show that L annot inlude more than a single point. Sine L◦ = ∅ and L is stritly
onvex, then if x, x′ ∈ L and x 6= x′ then a onvex ombination should be in L. But sine
L is stritly onvex , the onvex ombination annot be on ∂L or in the interior of L sine
it is empty. Therefore L an ontain only a single point.
Summarizing the above, L is not empty and an ontain only a single point, therefore
L = {x∗}.
Proof of 3: Dene K1 , K(τ
m, x1) and K2 , K(τ
m, x2). Sine K◦1 ∩ K
◦
2 = ∅ and
K1, K2 are onvex, we an use the separating theorem for K
◦
1 , K
◦
2 (Proposition 2.4.2 [19℄).
Thus there exists a g ∈ Rn, g 6= 0, suh that for all x ∈ K◦1 , x
′ ∈ K◦2 , g · x ≤ g · x
′
.
Now let xn ∈ K
◦
2 suh that xn → x
∗
thus g · (x − xn) ≤ 0 and therefore g · (x − x
∗) ≤ 0.
Similarly, we nd that g · (x′ − x ∗) ≥ 0. Sine the funtional (g · x) is ontinuous, the
same is orret for y ∈ K1, y
′ ∈ K2, i.e g · (y − x
∗) ≤ 0 and g · (y′ − x ∗) ≥ 0. Thus g,−g
are outward normals to supporting hyperplanes K1, K2 respetively.
Using lemma 12 we will establish that the system does not possess NSCTP pairs of states,
and thus the need for a forward model will follow from theorem 9.
Theorem 13. Consider a linear normal system desribed by (8), and assume that a
ontroller with delayed input renders the system CTPS for an optimal setpoint traking
task, where the ost funtion is given by (7). If xct is the memory state of the ontroller,
and assumptions 3.3 and 3.4 hold, then there exists a forward model F suh that for eah
t, any initial ondition xp0, and history of tasks (x
∗
t , zt),
xpt = F (x
c
t , x˜t−D).
Proof. First notie that assumption 3.3 holds sine we required the system to be ontrol-
lable, and from Theorem 13.1 in [9℄, the minimizer exists. Thus the task an always be
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performed, and from the normality of the system it follows that the time optimal ontrol
reahing x∗ is bang-bang, whih implies that U˜ǫ is not empty. First we will show that the
system has no NSCTP pairs of states, and then use theorem 9 to establish the existene
of a forward model.
For a normal system, the time optimal ontrol reahing x∗ is given by
ut = sgn(η
TXτ∗X
−1
t N),
where η is an outward normal to a supporting hyperplane to K(τ ∗, x0) at x∗ (exept on
a set of measure 0). It is essentially unique (may dier over a set of times with measure
0) by Theorems 14.1, 14.2, 15.1 and Corollary 15.1 in [9℄. Now, let x1 and x2 be two
distint points in X , then by lemma 12 there exists x∗ whih is reahable from x1 and x2
in time τ ∗ = τm (sine x∗ ∈ ∂K(x1, τm) and x∗ ∈ ∂K(x2, τm)) by time optimal ontrol,
and there exist outward normals η1 = g and η2 = −g. Sine Xt does not depend on the
initial onditions,
u1t = −u
2
t 6= 0,
ut is pieewise ontinuous and u
1
0 6= u
2
0. Therefore for an arbitrary x
1
and x2 we have
found x∗ suh that the solution is unique and u10 6= u
2
0 . Thus the system does not possess
NSCTP pairs of states. We have shown that all the assumptions required for theorem 9
hold, and therefore there exists a forward model F suh that xpt = F (x
c
t , x˜t−D).
3.4 Minimum Jerk Optimal Control
In this example, the plant's state, dynamis, ontrol and ost funtions are given in (9-12).
The initial and terminal onditions are given in setion 2.5. The solution trajetory is
given in (13), where the onstants ai are found using the initial and boundary onditions.
Taking three derivatives of (13) and setting t = 0, we obtain
δ0 =
60
T 3
xT −
60
T 3
x0 −
36
T 2
xd0 −
9
T
xdd0.
First, notie that for a onstant value of T , there exist NSCTP pairs. Eah x = (x0, xd0, xdd0)
⊤
and x′ = (x′0, x
′
d0, x
′
dd0)
⊤
suh that
−
60
T 3
x0 −
36
T 2
xd0 −
9
T
xdd0 = −
60
T 3
x′0 −
36
T 2
x′d0 −
9
T
x′dd0
are NSCTP pairs (there are innitely many of these) sine for eah xT the optimal ontrol
at time 0 is
δ0(xT ) = δ
′
0(xT ).
This result does not imply that in the present ase a forward model is not needed, but it
does imply that a higher order ondition may be required in order to prove it.
Assume then that the terminal time T an vary. For this ase we will prove in theorem
16 that a forward model is essential. First we will show in Lemma 15 that the system
does not have NSCTP pairs of states, and then use theorem 9 to establish the laim.
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Denition 14. Let X∗ = X˜×R , where X˜ ⊆ X , and x∗ = (xp∗, T ) ∈ X∗. The task is an
optimal setpoint traking in onstant time task when
U∗t (x, x
∗) = argmin
u|xT=xp∗
J(x, u, T ),
namely, the ontroller must take the plant state from the initial state x to the desired
state in time T , while minimizing the ost funtion J .
In the present ase the subset X˜ is given by (11).
Lemma 15. The system (9) with dynamis (10) solving an optimal setpoint traking in
onstant time task, and minimizing the ost funtion (12) has no NSCTP pairs of states.
Proof. First, the ontrol (δ, γ) is ontinuous, therefore U˜∗T (x
p
t , x
∗) ⊆ U∗T (x
p
t , x
∗). The
solutions are unique, therefore we just have to nd a task x∗ where the ontrols at time
0 are dierent for 2 initials states.
Let x0 6= x
′
0 be two initial states. Assume, without loss of generality, that the x
oordinate's initial onditions are dierent in the two initial states, i.e., x = (x0, xd0, xdd0)
and x′ = (x′0, x
′
d0, x
′
dd0)
⊤
suh that x 6= x′. To show that the states are not a NSCTP
pair we have to nd T and xT suh that δ
∗
0(xT ) 6= δ
′∗
0 (xT ), where δ
∗
t (xT ) and δ
′∗
t (xT ) are
the optimal ontrols to xT from the initial states x and x
′
respetively. Reall that the
optimal ontrol at time 0 is given by
δ∗0 =
60
T 3
xT −
60
T 3
x0 −
36
T 2
xd0 −
9
T
xdd0.
The neessary and suient ondition for equality of the ontrols δ∗0(xT ) = δ
′∗
0 (xT ) is
9(xdd0 − x
′
dd0)T
2 + 36(xd0 − x
′
d0)T + 60(x0 − x
′
0) = 0.
Sine this is a seond order polynomial in T , there an be at most 2 roots T1 and T2. Let
T˜ 6= T1, T2 and let xT˜ be an arbitrary position, thus for T˜ , xT˜ , δ
∗
0 6= δ
′∗
0 whih means that
the pair of states x0 6= x
′
0 are not a NSCTP pair.
At this point we are ready to prove the existene of a forward model.
Theorem 16. A blak box ontroller with delayed state feedbak fullling assumption
3.3 whih renders system (9) with dynamis (10) CTPS for an optimal setpoint traking
in onstant time task with ost funtion (12), must possess a forward model. In other
words, there exists a forward model F suh that for eah t, any initial ondition xp0, and
history of tasks (x∗t , zt),
xpt = F (x
c
t , x˜
p
t−D).
Proof. First, assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold trivially sine the optimal trajetory is unique
and ontinuous, and there exists a polynomial solution for eah xp0 ∈ X and x
∗ ∈ X∗.
From Lemma 15 we have that the system does not have NSCTP pairs, and therefore by
Theorem 9 there exists a forward model F suh that for eah xp0, x
∗
t , t
xpt = F (x
c
t , x˜
p
t−D).
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4 Disussion
We have studied the general problem of ontrol based on delayed state observations. For
this purpose we have formalized the notion of a system solving a set of ontrol tasks,
whih is general enough to over many of the standard ontrol settings suh as regulation
and traking. Under rather mild onditions on the system, we have shown that suh a
ontroller must ontain within itself a forward model. This implies that the urrent plant
state an be exatly determined based on the delayed state observation and the internal
ontroller state. We applied our general framework to two widely studied problems, linear
time optimal ontrol and minimum jerk ontrol, and provided expliit onditions for the
neessity of a forward model. These results, and the general framework itself, provide
powerful mathematial support for the existene of forward models in biologial motor
ontrol, and, in fat, in any ontrol system with delayed feedbak.
A possible limitation of our approah is its restrition to deterministi systems, as the
notion of a forward model used here is learly inappliable in a stohasti setting. Sine
in a stohasti setting one annot determine the state preisely, a reasonable requirement
in this ase is that the posterior state distribution, based on the observed delayed state
and on previous ontrols, be determined from the present ontroller state. As was shown
in [1℄, for additive ost funtions the problem of ontrol with delayed observations an
be expressed as a Markov deision proess without delay of a more ompliated system.
While we have obtained some results in this more hallenging and realisti setting, the
full elaboration of this issue is left for future work. A further open issue relates to ap-
proximate, rather than exat, task performane. We expet that in this ase some notion
of approximate forward model will play a role (e.g., [2℄).
An interesting question relates to the neessity of the onditions we have provided, as
we have only shown them to be suient. In fat, it is quite possible that milder onditions
than the absene of NSCTP pairs sue. Finally, it would learly be of signiant value
to demonstrate the absene of NSCTP pairs, and thus the neessity of forward models,
in more biologially relevant settings. However, proving this for nonlinear dynamial
systems, with a level of omplexity approahing that of biologial systems, may require
non-trivial analysis. We hope that simpler and mathematially more tratable onditions
an be developed, whose existene will be easier to demonstrate.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1 A delayed feedbak ontrol system, where the delayed plant state xpt is observed
by a ontroller. The sequene x∗t represents a set of tasks, and the sequene zt denotes
the times at whih tasks are swithed.
Figure 2 A simple one-dimensional example where X∗ = X = [−1, 1], U = [−1, 1], and
the objetive is to drive the system to the point x∗. The exat ontrol solution in this ase
is sgn (x∗ − xt)
Figure 3 Two aessible sets meet: The sets K (τm, x1) and K (τm, x2) interset at
time τm with the point x∗ at the intersetion with the outward normals to the support
hyperplane.
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